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1 24 CHAPTER 3 CMOS PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY

FIGURE 3.9 Substrate and
well contacts in an n-well

process
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high-temperature step for the formation of the p-well. The well depth is opti-
mized to ensure against n-substrate to n

+
diffusion breakdown, without com-

promising p-well to p
+
separation. The next steps are to' define the devices

and other diffusions; to grow field oxide; contact cuts; and metallization. A
p-well mask is used to define p-well regions, as opposed to an n-weU mask in
an n-well process. A p-plus (p

+
) mask may be used to define the p-channel

transistors and Vss contacts. Alternatively, we could use an n-plus mask to
define the n-channel transistors, because the masks usually are the comple-
ment of each other.

P-well processes are preferred in circumstances where the characteris-
tics of the n- and p-transistors are required to be more balanced than that
achievable in an n-well process. Because the transistor that resides in the
native substrate tends to have better characteristics, the p-well process has
better p devices than an n-well process. Because p-devices inherently have
lower gain than n devices, the n-well process- exacerbates this difference
while a p-well process moderates the difference.

3.2.3 Twin-Tub Processes

Twin-tub CMOS technology provides the basis for separate optimization of
the p-type and n-type transistors, thus making it possible for threshold volt-
age, body effect, and the gain associated with n- and p-devices to be inde-
pendently optimized. 5 '6 Generally, the starting material is either an *

+
or p

+

substrate with a lightly doped epitaxial or epi layer, which is used for protec-
tion against latchup (see Section 3.5). The aim of epitaxy (which means
"arranged upon") is to grow high-purity silicon layers of controlled thick-
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3.3 CMOS PROCESS ENHANCEMENTS

A mixed signal BiCMOS process"
0
cross section is shown in Fig. 3.20.

This process features both npn- and pnp-transistors in addition to pMOS and

nMOS transistors. The major processing steps are summarized in Fig. 3.21,

showing the particular device to which they correspond. The base layers of

the process are similar to the process shown in Fig. 3.7. The starting material

is a lightly-doped p-type substrate into which antimony or arsenic are dif-

fused to form an n
+
buried layer. Boron is diffused to form a buriedp* layer.

An n-type epitaxial layer 4.0 jam thick is then grown. N-wells and p-wells are then

diffused so that they join in the.middle of the epitaxial layer. This epitaxial

layer isolates the pnp-transistor in the horizontal direction, while the buried

n
+
layer isolates it vertically. The npn-transistor is junction-isolated. The

base for the pnp is then ion-implanted using phosphorous. A diffusion step

follows this to get the right doping profile. The npn-collector is formed by

depositing phosphorus before LOCOS. Field oxidation is carried out and the

gate oxide is grown. Boron is then used to form the p
:type base of the npn-

transistor. Following the threshold adjustment of the pMOS transistors, the

polysilicon gates are defined. The emitters of the npn-transistors employ,

polysilicon rather than a diffusion. These are formed by opening windows

and depositing polysilicon. The n+ and-p* source/drain implants are then

completed. This step also dopes the npn-emitter and the extrinsic bases of

the npn- and pnp-transistors (extrinsic because this is the part of the base that

is not directly between collector and emitter). Following the deposition of

PSG, the normal two-layer metallization steps are completed. (Note: Gener-

ating the diffusions may require two distinct steps, the first being to get the

impurities to the area where a diffusion is required and the second to drive

the diffusion into the substrate to gain an acceptable impurity profile. These

profiles have a major impact on the performance of the bipolar transistors.)

Representative of a high-density digital BiCMOS process is that repre-

sented by the cross section shown in Fig. 3.22.
21 The buried-layer-epitaxial-

layer-well structure is very similar to the previous structure. However,
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FIGURE 3.20 Typical

mixed signal BiCMOS
process cross section;
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